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Abstract
An experiment to establish the accuracy of camara position and
attitude provided by the Photogrammetric Integrated Control System (PICS),
for further utilization in combined block adjustment by models an bundles,
is being carried out by the II Brigada Aerea from Parana, Argentina, in
cooperation with the Universities of San Juan and Tucuman.Exterior
orientations of camara stations derived from block adjustment are directly
compared with PICS auxiliary data in a similar way to that employed in the
IIBodensee Test", with a non inertial system, by the University of Stuttgart.
First results and preliminary conclusions are presented.
1. Introduction
The reading of a paper presented in the ISPRS Congress in Rio decJaneiro by Ackermann /1/ made us aware of the interesting potential of auxiliary
data provided by modern computer controlled flight systems for aerial
triangulation and block adjustment. Such systems, originally designed to
achieve regular overlaps and pinpoint photography, can also provide exterior
orientation data of camara stations.
In that paper, and before dealing with the subject itself, Ackermann
expresses his"'saprise- at the poor utilization of traditional auxiliary data
such as statoscope and airborn profile recorder. The rest of the paper
describes the Bodensee test carried out by 'the Stuttgart University and
clearly shows the good quality and the interesting potential of auxiliary
data provided by the Computer Controlled Photo Navigation System (CPNS). As
a suggestion a very interesting possibility is mentioned: Aerial
triangulation with very little or without any ground control.
In view of these promising circumstances, during the VI Congress of
the Argentine SOCiety of Photogrammetry held in Corrientes last year, it
was recommended that the 1111 Brigada Aerea of the Argentine Air Force,
together with the Universities of San Juan and Tucuman should carry out
tests in order to investigate the quality of the auxiliary data provided by
the Photogrammetric Integrated Control System (PICS) owned by the 1111 Briga~
da Aerea In fact, some experiences had been already made in this last
establishment by Walter Olmos who, working with isolated models, in a Zeiss
Planimat, could obtain promising results, feeding directly to the projectors,
some of the exterior orientation elements from the PICS.
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2. The Bodensee test
This test, carried out in 1982 around the Bodensee /1/, was designed
to study the general performance of the CPNS and it was also used by the
University of Stuttgart to investigate the quality of the auxiliary data
provided by this system for aerial triangulation.
The CPNS operates' with beacons laid out at about 200 Km outside the
area to be flown. The position of the aircraft is determined in real time
by trilateration. The coordinates of the actual camera positions are
expreseed in the coordinate system in which the beacons were positioned.
An area of 480 Km 2 was flown with a Wild RC 10 wide angle camera and
the photo-seale was 1:16000. From that area a subblock of 3 strips of
15,22 and 19 photographs was triangulated in a Planicomp C 100 making use
of a dense net of natural and signalized control points. An usual block
adjustment was then performed with the PAT M43 program (independent models)
and thus the XV coordinates of perspective centres were obtained. These
coordinates, considered as quasi-true XV coordinates, were compared with the
corresponding CPNS coordinates (this test refers only to XV positions of
camera stations).
The first direct 'comparison of both types of coordinates yielded a
pattern of discrepancies of a clear systematic nature. In fact these
discrepancies were practically constant within a strip (fig.1) and
practically no drift effect was noticeable.
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This pattern of discrepancies was easily explained later: The beacon
positions had been taken graphically from a topographic map and the distance
between camera and antenna had not been considered. After removing constant
errors by a similarity transformation of the CPNS onto the quasi true
camara station coordinates, the pattern of fig.2 was obtained.
The remaining average position errors of CPNS were of 3.6 m and this
figure reduced to 2.6 m omitting poorly determined points.
This results can be considered encouraging. Computer simulations
carried out at Photogrammetric Institute of the Stuttgart University showed
that "an internal precision of 2-5 m of auxiliary horizontal positioning
data will be sufficient to give horizontal accuracies of jOintly adjusted
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blocks of 1 m, even with 4 horizontal points only" /1/. This expectation
was also confirmed in the Bodensee test by mean of two examples: 1}
Adjustment of the above mentioned block by independent models {PAT-M-43}
with only 4 horizontal ground control pOints and CPNS camera stations
weighted appropriately. 2} Adjustment of the same block without ground
control. In both cases the results were very promising, see /1/.
3 . The Parana test
This test was conceived according to the same ideas, as the Bodensee
test. There are, however, some important differences between both tests.
In Parana test:
a} No special flight was flown. Photography flown with other pursose was
used .
b) No presignalized pOints were used and natural points were not always
clearly defined .
c) The chosen small block consisted
only 2 strips: one of 8 photographs
and the other of 6. Photoscale was 1:13000 approximately.
d) The photo navigation system to be studied was an inertial one, the PICS,
and not the CPNS.
e) The research was extended to the angular values Wand ~ .
At the beginning of this year this small block was triangulated first
in a Wild A 10 at the IICentro de Fotogrametria of the San Juan University
and in a Zeiss C-100 Planicomp at the Division of Photogrammetry in Agua y
Energia Electrica. In both cases the adjustment was carried out with the
COBLO 7RER program of the University of Tucuman. This program is based on
the COBLO 7R version /2/ in which Robust Estimators have been incorpo~ated
for the detection and automatic elimination of gross errors /3/. Both COBLO
7R and COBLO 7RER perform block adjustment by independent models solving
the 7 absolute orientation parameters simultaneously. To study the
behaviour of the angular valuesWan<p, the newest COBLO version, COBLO HR,
which perforns block adjustment by bundles, was used.
li

3.1. Planimetric coordinates of camera stations
When the direct comparison between PICS coordinates and camera stations
determined by the block adjustment of Planicomp measurements(COBLO 7RER)
was made, a rather irregular pattern of discrepancies was obtained. Things
changed a lot when both strips were treated separatly making two Similarity
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transformations, forcing the coicidence between both types of coordinates
in the two first perspective centres of each strip (fig.3).
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This pattern is different from that of fig.1, but it yields a picture
of a systematic nature with a rather clear drift effect. This drift effect
is also evident in fig.4, where the discrepancies in latitude and longitud
(expressed in meters) are plotted.
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Looking at this pattern of discrepancies, it is clear that PICS
coordinates can also be used in a combined adjustment, according to
Ackermann /1/, introducing additional equations of the type:

xjICS + Vxj + (a o + a1X + ••• )

= xjC
( 1)

Where x~ICS ,y~ICS are PICS values, x~C , y~C , are the unknown
J
J
J
J
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coordinates of perspective centres which relates equations (1) with the
observation equations of perspective centre j in an adjustment by
independent models. The unknown parameters ao ' a1, bo' b1 will establish
the connection with the X, Y datum and take care for the drift effect, see
/1/.
After removing systematic discrepancies by a similarity transformation
using all points, the average point position error corresponding with fig.4
are: for strip 1, 14 m and for strip 2, 9 m. This residual erros of 14 m
and 9 m, which will not be compensated by equations (1), are rather big
when compared with the residual of 3.6 m reported by Ackermann in the
Bodensee test, see /1/.
Care should be taken in considering the average discrepancies found for
PICS data in ParanA test. The two strips are very short and the photoscale
is too large, which means a very low flight. Considering that low altitude
flights are subject to turbulence that can disturbe the performance of
PICS, two new flights for the present research are planned by the II Brigada Aerea in the provinces of TucumAn and San Juan with photo scales of
1:20000 and 1: 40000. It should be born in mind as well that the PICS
equipment used is rather old and surely the new equipment has a better
performance.
3.2. Angular Values
PICS provides also the angular valuesUJ,yo and~ of camera stations.
To investigate the accuracy of the v~lues Wand cP (de readings have a
lower resolution) a bundle block adjustment of Planicomp measurements with
program COBLO HR was performed. The program COBLO HR (for "Compensaci6n en
Bloque por Haces de Rayos") was recently completed at the University of
TucumAn /4/. It is, as the former COBLO programs /2/, a general solution.
It can accept blocks of arbitrary shape and overlap and the input of data
is as userfriendly as possible. The requirements of core memory are small.
The direct comparison of PICS and block adjustment "true values was
surprisingly good (table 1 and 2).
ll
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0.92 1. 12 1. 06 1. 03 1.05 1.06 1. 03 1. 04
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8
7
5
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1
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4. 68 4. 65 4. 66 4.63 4. 59 4.61 4. 68 4.69
4.67 4.62 4. 61 4.60 4. 58 4.59

Table 2: Differences~ PICS - tplltruell , in grades .
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As it is apparent from tables 1 and 2 the differences between PIeS and
IItrue li values remain practically constant. This constant could be
determined by calibration or computed in the bundle adjustment (a o in
equations (1)). No drift effect is observed and the precision oftlJ and ~
is not far from 2 or 3 centigrades.
Of course, the same remarks made in 3.1. are here also valid. To
determine reliable values of final precision for w an cp, tests implying
bigger blocks will be necessary.
4 . Some possibilities of introducing Wand <p in an adjustment by bundles
Regarding the benefits of including attitude data in the combined block
adjustment, Ackermann considers that liThe effect of attitude data on the
joint block adjustment has not yet been investigated closer. Their effect
will be less marked, but an overall solution will have to include themll/1/.
This assertion is true if auxiliary data is introduced with a reduced
weight in order to improve the precision of block adjustment or in order to
reduce ground control requirements. There is, however, another possibility
of treating auxiliary attitude data . Such possibility is being now studied
at the University of Tucuman and can be summarized as follows: In large
unmapped areas, where ground contrGI establishment is very'expensive, it can
be convenient to introduce observation equations of Wand cp wi th a big
weight in an adjustment by bundles. Thus, the errors will be greater than in
correctly adjusted block, but there would not be the unfavourable error
propagation wh~ch is present in the aeropoiygon, for instance. This opens
also the possibility of managing strips and blocks with ground control only
at the beginning of the strip or of each strip of the block. If the accuracy
of Wand '-P were of 2 centigrades, as it is provisionally confirmed by the
Parana test, the final attainable accuracy on the ground coordinates would
still be good for many purposes. This assertion is suggested by the results
of some computer simulations which are now being carried out at the
University of Tucuman.
The first fictitious examples processed started from an error free
block in which the following errors were introduced:
a) Random errors in photo-coordinates, with 10fm (micrones) of standard
deviation.
b) Final exact camera positions with random errors of a standard deviation
of 2 centigrades in Wand <f .
The observation equations corresponding to UJand ~ were given a big
weight in the adjustment by bundles. Thus, the cameras can be considered as
fixed in these two angles. Two of the computed examples are presented here:
1) A block of 3 strip of 10 photographs (9 models) each with ground control
only at the beginning of the strips(fig. 5). In this case the average
standard de'viations (in microns in photoscale) computed from 72 check
pOints are:
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The accuracy of Z coordinate can be considered as very good. The lower
accuracy in X and Y can be substantially improved with planimetric ground
control at the corners of the block.
2) A strip of 20 photographs (19 models) with ground control only at the
beginning (fig. 5). In this case the altimetric accuracy is still very
good:
~z

= 58}A (62 check points)

The accuracy in X coordinates (scale error) deteriorates, however,
sistematically. Thus, for long strips it will be better to have at least one
planimetric ground control at the end.
Another processed example included systematic errors in in
photocoordinates as well. Sistematic errors of types indicated by Ebner /5/
were introduced in photocoordinates. The results were also very good,
especially in the altimetry.
It is considered that these results are interesting in spite of the fact
that resulting errors in ground coordinates are worse than those which can
be obtained in a block adjustment with an optimal ground control distribution.
In large inaccessible areas, to obtain a precision in altimetry of 1 m from
1: 20000 photography or 2 m from 1: 40000 photography with control only at
one side of the area (beginning of the strips) can be a very economical and
good solution in many situations.
5 . Further tests
The Parana test is only the beginning of a research proj~which includes
other flights with the same purpose. These flights, two of which have
been already flown in the province of Tucuman, were planned to obtain small
scale photography. In this way the quality of PICS data will be judged at the
most appropriate scale for its use.
Due to une~pected rains in April, the ground work corresponding to the
flights flown in Tucuman could not be completed. It is expected, however,
that for the KYOTO Congress, some results of these new tests will be presented.
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6. Conclusions
The Parana test, although not complete, shows interesting possibilities
of PICS data for aerial triangulation. More research is needed to obtain
reliable figures of the real potential of this data.
Large South American countries should encourage this type of research
because this technique can offer a very efficient and economical possibility
for mapping large and inaccessible regions.
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Abstract
An experiment to establish the accuracy of camara position and
attitude provided by the Photogrammetric Integrated Control System (PICS),
for further utilization in combined block adjustment by models an bundles,
is being carried out by the II Brigada Aerea from Parana, Argentina, in
cooperation with the Universities of San Juan and Tucuman.Exterior
orientations of camara stations derived from block adjustment are directly
compared with PICS auxiliary data in a similar way to that employed in the
"Bodensee Test", with a non inertial system, by the University of Stuttgart .
First results and preliminary conclusions are presented.
1. Introduction
The reading of a paper presented in the ISPRS Congress in Rio de Janeiro by Ackermann /1/ made us aware of the interesting potential of auxiliary
data provided by modern computer controlled flight systems for aerial
triangulation and block adjustment. Such systems, originally designed to
achieve regular overlaps and pinpoint photography, can also provide exterior
orientation data of camara stations.
In tnat p,aper, and before deal ing with the subject Itsel f, Ackermann

expresse5his"'suprise~

at the poor utilization of traditional auxiliary data
such as statoscope and airborn profile recorder. The rest of the paper
describes the Bodensee test carried out by 'the Stuttgart University and
clearly shows the good quality and the interesting potential of auxiliary
data provided by the Computer Controlled Photo Navigation System (CPNS). As
a suggestion a very interesting possibility is mentioned: Aerial
triangulation with very little or without any ground control.

In view of these promising circumstances, during the VI Congress of
the Argentine Society of Photogrammetry held in Corrientes last year, it
was recommended that the 1111 Brigada Aerea of the Argentine Air Force,
together with the Universities of San Juan and Tucuman should carry out
tests in order to investigate the quality of the auxiliary data provided by
the Photogrammetric Integrated Control System (PICS) owned by the "11 Briga~
da Aerea". In fact, some experiences had been already made in this last
establishment by Walter Olmos who, working with isolated models, in a Zeiss
Planimat, could obtain promising results, feeding directly to the projectors,
some of the exterior orientation elements from the PICS.
ll
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2. The Bodensee test
This test, carried out in 1982 around the Bodensee /1/, was designed
to study the general performance of the CPNS and it was also used by the
University of Stuttgart to investigate the quality of the auxiliary data
provided by this system for aerial triangulation.
The CPNS operates with beacons laid out at about 200 Km outside the
area to be flown. The position of the aircraft is determined in real time
by trilateration. The coordinates of the actual camera positions are
expreseed in the coordinate system in which the beacons were positioned.
An area of 480 Km 2 was flown with a Wild RC 10 wide angle camera and
the photo-seale was 1:16000. From that area a subblock of 3 strips of
15,22 and 19 photographs was triangulated in a Planicomp C 100 making use
of a dense net of natural and signalized control pOintsc An usual block
adjustment was then performed with the PAT M43 program (independent models)
and thus the XV coordinates of perspective centres were obtained. These
coordinates, considered as quasi-true XV coordinates, were compared with the
corresponding CPNS coordinates (this test refers only to XY positions of
camera stations).
The first direct 'comparison of both types of coordinates yielded a
pattern of discrepancies of a clear systematic nature. In fact these
discrepancies were practically constant within a strip (fig.1) and
practically no drift effect was noticeable.
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This pattern of discrepancies was easily explained later: The beacon
positions had been taken graphically from a topographic map and the distance
between camera and antenna had not been considered. After removing constant
errors by a similarity transformation of the CPNS onto the quasi true
camara station coordinates, the pattern of fig.2 was obtained.
The remaining average position errors of CPNS were of 3.6 m and this
figure reduced to 2.6 m omitting poorly determined points.
This results can be considered encouraging. Computer simulations
carried out at Photogrammetric Institute of the Stuttgart University showed
that lIan internal precision of 2-5 m of auxiliary horizontal positioning
data will be sufficient to give horizontal accuracies of jOintly adjusted
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fig. 2, extracted from /1/
blocks of 1-2 m, even with 4 horizontal points only" /1/. This expectation
was also confirmed in the Bodensee test by mean of two examples: 1)
Adjustment of the above mentioned block by independent models (PAT-M-43)
with only 4 horizontal ground control pOints and CPNS camera stations
weighted appropriately. 2) Adjustment of the same block without ground
control. In both cases the results were very promising, see /1/.
3. The Parana test
This test was conceived according to the same ideas, as the Bodensee
test. There are, however, some important differences between both tests.
In Parana test:
a) No special flight was flown. Photography flown with other pursose was
used .
b) No presignalized pOints were used and natural pOints were not always
clearly defined"
c) The chosen small block consisted of only 2 strips: one of 8 photographs
and the other of 6. Photoscale was 1:13000 approximately.
d) The photo navigation system to be studied was an inertial one, the PICS,
and not the CPNS.
e) The research was extended to the angular valuesuuand ~ •
At the beginning of this year this small block was triangulated first
in a Wild A 10 at the "Centro de Fotogrametria of the San Juan University
and in a Zeiss C-100 Planicomp at the Division of Photogrammetry in Agua y
Energia Electrica. In both cases the adjustment was carried out with the
COBLO 7RER program of the University of Tucuman. This program is based on
the COBLO 7R version /2/ in which Robust Estimators have been incorpotated
for the detection and automatic elimination of gross errors /3/. Both COBLO
7R and COBLO 7RER perform block adjustment by independent models solVing
the 7 absolute orientation parameters simultaneously. To study the
behaviour of the angular valuesWancp, the newest COBLO version, COBLO HR,
which perforns block adjustment by bundles, was usedo
li

3.1. Planimetric coordinates of camera stations
When the direct comparison between PICS coordinates and camera stations
determined by the block adjustment of Planicomp measurements(COBLO 7RER)
was made, a rather irregular pattern of discrepancies was obtained. Things
changed a lot when both strips were treated separatly making two similarity
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transformations, forcing the coicidence between both types of coordinates
in the two first perspective centres of each strip (fig.3).
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This pattern is different from that of fig.1, but it yields a picture
of a systematic nature with a rather clear drift effect. This drift effect
is also evident in fig.4, where the discrepancies in latitude and longitud
(expressed in meters) are plotted.
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Looking at this pattern of discrepancies, it is clear that PIeS
coordinates can also be used in a combined adjustment, according to
Ackermann /1/, introducing additional equations of the type:

X~ICS

+

Vxj + (a o + a 1X + .•• )

= x~c
( 1)

Where x~IeS , y~IeS are PIeS values, X~e , y~e , are the unknown
J

J

J
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coordinates of perspective centres which relates equations (1) with the
observation equations of perspective centre j in an adjustment by
independent models. The unknown parameters ao ' a1, bo' b1 will establish
the connection with the X, Y datum and take care for the drift effect, see
/1/.
After removing systematic discrepancies by a similarity transformation
using all pOints, the average point position error corresponding with fig.4
are: for strip 1, 14 m and for strip 2, 9 m. This residual erros of 14 m
and 9 m, which will not be compensated by equations (1), are rather big
when compared with the residual of 3.6 m reported by Ackermann in the
Bodensee test, see /1/.
Care should be taken in considering the average discrepancies found for
PICS data in ParanA test~ The two strips are very short and the photoscale
is too large, which means a very low flighto Considering that low altitude
flights are subject to turbulence that can disturbe the performance of
PICS, two new flights for the present research are planned by the II Brigada Aerea in the provinces of Tucuman and San Juan with photo scales of
1:20000 and 1: 40000. It should be born in mind as well that the PICS
equipment used is rather old and surely the new equipment has a better
performance.
3.2. Angular Values
PICS provides also the angular valuesUJ,4? and~ of camera stations.
To investigate the accuracy of the values Wand tp (de readings have a
lower resolution) a bundle block adjustment of Planicomp measurements with
program COBLO HR was performed . The program COBLO HR (for "Compensaci6n en
Bloque par Haces de Rayos") was recently completed at the University of
Tucuman /4/. It is, as the former COBLO programs /2/, a general solution.
It can accept blocks of arbitrary shape and overlap and the input of data
is as userfriendly as possible. The requirements of core memory are small.
The direct comparison of PICS and block adjustment IItrue ll values was
surprisingly good (table 1 and 2).
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As it is apparent from tables 1 and 2 the differences between PIeS and
"true" values remain practically constant. This constant could be
determined by calibration or computed in the bundle adjustment (a o in
equations (1)). No drift effect is observed and the precision of~ and ~
is not far from 2 or 3 centigrades.
Of course, the same remarks made in 3.1. are here also valid. To
determine reliable values of final precision for w an lp , tests implying
bigger blocks will be necessary.
4. Some possibilities of introducing UJand

~

in an adjustment by bundles

Regarding the benefits of including attitude data in the combined block
adjustment, Ackermann considers that liThe effect of attitude data on the
joint block adjustment has not yet been investigated closer. Their effect
will be less marked, but an oVerall solution will have to include them"/1/.
This assertion is true if auxiliary data is introduced with a reduced
weight in order to improve the precision of block adjustment or in order to
reduce ground control requirements. There is, however, another possibility
of treating auxiliary attitude data . Such possibility is being now studied
at the University of TucumAn and can be summarized as follows: In large
unmapped areas, where ground control establishment is very'expensive, it can
be convenient to introduce observation equations of Wand cp with a big
weight in an adjustment by bundles. Thus, the errors will be greater than in
correctly adjusted block, but there would not be the unfavourable error
propagation which is present in the aeropoiygon, for instance. This opens
also the possibility of managing strips and blocks with ground control only
at the beginning of the strip or of each strip of the block. If the accuracy
of Wand \.f' were of 2 centigrades, as it is provisionally confirmed by the
ParanA test, the final attainable accuracy on the ground coordinates would
still be good for many purposes. This assertion is suggested by the results
of some computer simulations which are now being carried out at the
University of Tucuman.
The first fictitious examples processed started from an error free
block in which the following errors were introduced:
a) Random errors in photo-coordinates, with 10fm (micrones) of standard
deviation .
b) Final exact camera positions with random errors of a standard deviation
of 2 centigrades in Wand <f .
The observation equations corresponding to UJand ~ were given a big
weight in the adjustment by bundles. Thus, the cameras can be considered as
fixed in these two angles. Two of the computed examples are presented here:
1) A block of 3 strip of 10 photographs (9 models) each with ground control
only at the beginning of the strips(fig. 5). In this case the average
standard de'viations (in microns in photoscale) computed from 72 check
pOints are:
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fig. 5
The accuracy of Z coordinate can be considered as very good. The lower
accuracy in X and Y can be substantially improved with planimetric ground
control at the corners of the block.
2) A strip of 20 photographs (19 models) with ground control only at the
beginning (fig. 5). In this case the altimetric accuracy is still very
good:
()z = 58)A (62 check points)
The accuracy in X coordinates (scale error) deteriorates, however,
sistematically. Thus, for long strips it will be better to have at least one
planimetric ground control at the end.
Another processed example included systematic errors in in
photocoordinates as well. Sistematic errors of types indicated by Ebner /5/
were introduced in photocoordinates. The results were also very good,
especially in the altimetry.
It is considered that these results are interesting in spite of the fact
that resulting errors in ground coordinates are worse than those which can
be obtained in a block adjustment with an optimal ground control di~tribution.
In large inaccessible areas, to obtain a preCision in altimetry of 1 m from
1: 20000 photography or 2 m from 1: 40000 photography with control only at
one side of the area (beginning of the strips) can be a very economical and
good solution in many situations.
5. Further tests
The ParanA test is only the beginning of a research projg1which includes
other flights with the same purpose. These flights, two of which have
been already flown in the province of TucumAn, were planned to obtain small
scale photography. In this way the quality of PICS data will be judged at the
most appropriate scale for its use.
Due to une~pected rains in April, the ground work corresponding to the
flights flown in TucumAn could not be completed. It -is expected, however,
that for the KYOTO Congress, some results of these new tests will be 'presented.
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6. Conclusions
The Parana test, although not complete, shows interesting possibilities
of PICS data for aerial triangulation. More research is needed to obtain
reliable figures of the real potential of this data.
Large South American countries should encourage this type of research
because this technique can offer a very efficient and economical possibility
for mapping large and inaccessible regionso
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